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Accurate  determination  of the mixing  time  in  orbitally  shaken  bioreactors  (OSRs)  is  essential  for  the
optimization  of  mixing  processes  and  minimization  of  concentration  gradients  that  can  be deleterious
to  cell  cultures.  The  Dual  Indicator  System  for  Mixing  Time  (DISMT)  was  employed  to measure  mixing
times  in  cylindrical  and Erlenmeyer  ﬂask  bioreactors.  Various  aspects  of  importance  for  the acquisition
of  accurate  data  from  the  measurement  methodology  are  discussed,  utilizing  also  comparisons  of DISMT
and pH probe  results  obtained  in two stirred  reactors.  The  OSR  results  are  juxtaposed  with  data  previouslyeywords:
haken bioreactor
rbital shaking
ixing time
ixing
ual indicator method
caling
reported in the literature  for both  cylindrical  reactors  and  Erlenmeyer  ﬂasks.  The  employment  of  a  critical
Froude number  shows  promise  for the  establishment  of a scaling  law  for mixing  time  across  the  various
types  and  sizes  of shaken  bioreactors.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.. Introduction
Mammalian cell cultures have been widely used for the produc-
ion of therapeutic proteins and vaccines. Monoclonal antibodies,
n particular, represent a class of therapeutics that has shifted the
reatment paradigm in the ﬁelds of oncology and immunology by
mproving the quality of life for the patient during cancer treat-
ent [1,2]. Commercial production of these antibodies relies on
he development of cost-effective large-scale cultivation methods
f genetically engineered mammalian cells. At laboratory scale,
ells are usually grown in low shear devices, with orbitally shaken
ioreactors (OSRs) being largely employed in the early stages of
ioprocess development because they offer an effective solution
o screen several conditions in parallel. This low energy demand
nd the well-deﬁned gas–liquid interface, make orbitally shaken
ioreactors a favourable solution that provides a promising envi-
onment for mammalian cell cultivation in terms of oxygen transfer
Abbreviations: OSR, orbital shaken reactor; STR, stirred tank reactor; 2D,
wo-dimensional; 3D, three-dimensional; CFD, computational ﬂuid dynamics; PIV,
article image velocimetry; DISMT, Dual Indicator System for Mixing Time; RGB,
ed  green blue colour model; HSV, hue saturation value colour model.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 2076797397.
E-mail address: a.ducci@ucl.ac.uk (A. Ducci).
369-703X/$ – see front matter ©  2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bej.2013.10.021and nutrient requirements. Once the process is optimized at small
scale, it is then adapted to stirred tank reactors (STRs), which is the
type of bioreactor most commonly used at production level. STRs
have been thoroughly characterized in the literature (for example,
[3–6]).
The differences between the mixing mechanisms occurring at
the two  scales and geometries represent a challenge for scale-up
to commercial manufacture. Such differences may  result in inad-
equate mass transfer characteristics, cell damage and reduced
antibody productivity. Studies of animal cell cultures have focused
on optimizing the chemical environment and culture media in
order to enhance antibody productivity [7,8], but studies of the
engineering characteristics relevant to the optimization of biore-
actor geometry and operating conditions are still lacking. While
growth rates in mammalian cell cultures are slower than those
in microbial systems, the need for a well-mixed environment has
been acknowledged in terms of the quality of cell suspension and
gas supply and removal [9–12]. Recent studies in STRs have shown
that shear stresses do not signiﬁcantly affect cell growth of animal
cells [13,14], however there is a growing interest in understanding
the effect of shear stress on stem cells and cells for therapy, and the
low shear levels present in OSRs could potentially make this device
a suitable option for scaling up cell expansion using suspension
cultures [15]. From this point of view operating conditions should
be carefully selected by comparing the Kolgomorov length scale to
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ao constant
di inner diameter of the cylinder (m)
do orbital or shaking diameter (m)
db Erlenmeyer bottom diameter (m)
Fr Froude number
Frdi Froude number based on the inner diameter of the
cylinder
Frdo Froude number based on the orbital diameter
G∗
i,j
normalized intensity of the green channel in the ith
jth pixel
g gravitational acceleration (m s−2)
H cylinder height (m)
h ﬂuid height (m)
h free surface height (m)
Ia free surface interfacial area (m2)
M global degree of mixing
N shaker table rotational speed (s−1)
Ncr critical shaker table rotational speed (s−1)
Re Reynolds number
T circulation time around the toroidal vortex axis (s)
Tz circulation time around the cylinder axis (s)
t95%, tm mixing time (s)
V nominal volume (m3)
VL liquid/ﬁlling volume (m3)
X local degree of mixedness
Greek symbols
  mixing number
ϕ phase angle of the table (◦)
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wG standard deviation of the normalized green channel
across the ﬁeld of view at time t
he size of the microcarriers or cell aggregates [16]. The intrinsic
ifferences between stirred vessels and orbitally shaken bioreac-
ors have motivated the development of production scale OSRs
17,18] and industrial efforts to provide a single piece of equipment
or different cell culture processes at multiple scales. Despite recent
rogress of shaken bioreactor platforms, with the development of
ptical sensors and control loops to improve automation in millil-
tre scale bioreactors, the number of publications which address
caling up/down aspects of shaken bioreactors is very limited [19].
.1. Flow characterization and transition in orbitally shaken
ioreactors
Gardner and Tatterson [20] were the ﬁrst to report the ﬂow and
ixing dynamics in a shaken cylindrical vessel. Dye visualization
echniques with mixtures of different viscosity were employed to
ssess the variation of the homogenization time with increasing
eynolds number, Re.  Büchs et al. [21] estimated the power con-
umption in Erlenmeyer ﬂasks by measuring the torque on the
rive acting upon the shaker table and taking into account friction
nd other system losses. The effects of size of the container, ﬁlling
olume, shaking or orbital diameter, shaking frequency and liquid
iscosity were investigated. At certain agitation regimes an ‘out-
f-phase’ condition occurred, when the liquid in the shaken ﬂask
id not move in synchronization with the shaker table. Klöckner
t al. [22] extended the work of [21] to estimate the power con-
umption of cylindrical shaken bioreactors. Contrary to the results
btained for Erlenmeyer ﬂasks, the orbital to internal diameter ratio
o/di was found to affect the power number. The correlation of
q. (1) was proposed to estimate the critical shaking speed, Ncr,
hich for cylindrical OSRs may  be used to identify ‘suitable’ shakingneering Journal 82 (2014) 10– 21 11
conditions associated with a measurable power number and in-
phase ﬂow.
Ncr = 1
d2
i
√
0.28Vg (1)
The study of Weheliye et al. [23] was  the ﬁrst to provide a
thorough insight into the dynamics of the ﬂow occurring inside a
cylindrical shaken bioreactor, and to determine a ﬂow scaling law
based on physical considerations, without resorting to the use of
power law correlations. The work covered different internal diam-
eters, ﬁlling volumes, orbital diameters, and agitation speeds and
made use of phase-resolved particle image velocimetry (PIV) and
free surface measurements. The scaling law was  formulated based
on the consideration that the free surface orientation, h/di, is
orthogonal to the resultant force obtained from the vectorial sum of
the centrifugal force due to the orbital motion and the gravitational
one (see Eq. (2)).
h
di
= ao
(
2(N)2do
g
)
(2)
where h  is the maximum height difference between diametrically
opposite points on the free surface, and is hereafter denoted as the
wave amplitude induced by the orbital motion. The constant of pro-
portionality, ao, depended on the ﬂuid considered. The relationship
of Eq. (2) was  tested for several combinations of non-dimensional
ﬂuid height, h/di = 0.3–0.7, and orbital to cylinder diameter ratio
do/di = 0.14–0.5. The measured data and the correlation of Eq. (2)
showed very good agreement at low speed or Froude number Fr.  At
greater Fr the free surface exhibited a complex three-dimensional
shape, which is due to local non-uniformities of the inertial to the
gravitational force ratio, and its mean inclination started deviating
from the linear relationship of Eq. (2). Weheliye et al. [23] showed
that the variation of free surface shape corresponded to the onset
of a ﬂow transition from a horizontal toroidal vortex to a vertical
one processing around the cylinder axis, before and after the transi-
tion, respectively. This ﬂow transition is determined by the growth
in size of the toroidal vortex with increasing rotational speed, N (i.e.
Fr), and it occurs when the toroidal vortex extends over the entire
ﬂuid height. They concluded that the ﬂow transition in a shaken
cylindrical bioreactor can be predicted using either Eq. (3) or (4)
depending whether h/di < (do/di)0.5 or h/di > (do/di)0.5, respectively.
h
di
= ao
(
di
do
)0.5
Frdo (3)
aoFrdi = 1 (4)
where the Froude numbers Frdo and Frdi are estimated from Eq. (5)
using the orbital and cylinder diameters, respectively.
Fr = 2
2N2d
g
(5)
Given the broad range of deﬁnitions of Froude number available
in literature, the deﬁnition of Eq. (5) was selected for consistency
with the works of [21,23–25].
1.2. Mixing time in bioreactors
Macro-mixing time studies based on a colorimetric method have
been carried by Tissot et al. [26] and Tan et al. [27] in shaken
cylinders and ﬂasks, respectively. This approach has been widely
used in stirred tanks, employing either a single or a combination of
two pH indicators, and it has been thoroughly analyzed by Cabaret
et al. [28] to optimize both the experimental and post-processing
aspects of the colorimetric methodology. Tissot et al. [26] used a
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ual Indicator System for Mixing Time (DISMT) to estimate from
isual observations the variation of mixing time in shaken cylin-
ers of different nominal volumes with shaken speed, N, cylinder
iameter, di, orbital diameter, do, and ﬂuid height, h. Their study
howed the presence of different regions within the tank charac-
erized by very different mixing dynamics: a slow mixing zone close
o the cylinder bottom, where mixing was mainly determined by
iffusion, and a region closer to the cylinder wall, where the high
hear rates induced fastest mixing. Mixing times were found to be
nversely proportional to Froude numbers, deﬁned in that study
s Fr = N(do + di)/
√
gdi, while a reduction in cylinder diameter,
i, resulted in an increase of mixing times at constant N. Based on
hese considerations and the experiments they carried out in small
V = 30 l), and large (V = 1500 l) scale bioreactors, they empirically
erived the correlation of Eq. (6) to scale the mixing number, .
 = Ntm
(
ıo,30 l
do,1500 l
)
(6)
here do,30 l and do,1500 l are the orbital diameters for the 30 l and
500 l bioreactors, respectively.
Tan et al. [27] employed a single indicator system to determine
hrough visual inspection the mixing in an unbafﬂed Erlenmeyer
haken ﬂask. They reported that mixing times obtained with a col-
rimetric method are only indicative of the time required to achieve
olour uniformity within the tank upon reaching a preselected
H threshold, as this does not necessarily imply pH homogene-
ty, which is achieved only when the diffusion process is complete.
herefore comparison with mixing times obtained with other tech-
iques should be made with care. Taking this into account, Tan et al.
27] showed by means of a log–log plot that mixing times in shaken
asks exhibit a similar trend to those obtained in stirred tank reac-
ors with different types of impellers, with a decrease of mixing
umber with increasing Re.  In contrast to the study of [26] for a
haken cylinder, Tan et al. [27] concluded that the shaking diam-
ter do has no signiﬁcant effect on the mixing time in unbafﬂed
rlenmeyer ﬂasks. However it should be noted that the reported
greement between the mixing times obtained for do = 25 mm and
0 mm vessels was obtained with a tolerance of ±30%.
Mixing time measurements by Rodriguez et al. [29] provided
oint-by-point quantiﬁcation of the mixing time distribution in an
SR obtained from mixing maps constructed from DISMT data, and
he ﬁrst attempt to provide an objective and reproducible proce-
ure based on syringe pump insertion, ﬁxed feed volume and image
rocessing routines to determine the mixing time in OSRs. They
howed that the mixing number may  be affected by the position of
he feeding pipe. This occurred mostly for feeding positions close to
he centre of the bioreactor, for which the probability of insertion
nto either the toroidal or axial vortices (i.e. for conditions before or
fter transition to out-of-phase ﬂow) resulted in an entrainment of
he inserted volume into the vortex. Their data indicated that inser-
ion should be made closer to the wall where shear stresses induced
y the boundary layers enhance the dispersion and deformation of
he inserted initial blob and therefore the mixing in the bioreac-
or. Selection of positions closer to the wall was  also advised at
he higher Fr regime after ﬂow transition, when turbulence starts
o emanate from the boundary layers at the side walls. Counter-
ntuitively, material entrained and trapped inside the vortex may
ix  more slowly, even with a greater mean circulation provided by
 higher orbital speed. This work highlighted the need for care in
ixing time experiments in OSRs as the longer mixing times result-ng from insertion inside the vortex contrast sharply with results in
TRs where in-vortex insertion can result in a reduction of mixing
ime by 25–30% [30,31], as the feed is drawn directly towards the
mpeller, where it is broken up and dispersed more quickly.neering Journal 82 (2014) 10– 21
The research reported in this paper builds upon the studies of
[23,29] and the aim of the present work is twofold. First, aspects
of the DISMT methodology of importance for the improved inter-
pretation and reliability of the acquired data are identiﬁed and
discussed. Second, through juxtaposition of the present data with
those previously reported for other reactor shapes and sizes, an
attempt is made to establish a scaling law for mixing time that
shows promise for comparison of the mixing achieved in different
reactor geometries.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Bioreactor geometries
Mixing time measurements were obtained in a total of seven
reactors, ﬁve OSRs and two  STRs. The latter were employed to assess
DISMT pH data against those obtained with pH probes.
The ﬁrst STR was  a single use 3L Mobius® CellReady shown in
Fig. 1(a). The bioreactor consists of an unbafﬂed 137 mm diameter
plastic tank with a height to diameter ratio of 1.8:1. The CellReady
maximum and minimum working volumes are 2.4 l and 1 l, respec-
tively. It is agitated by a 3 blade, up-pumping marine impeller
76.2 mm in diameter positioned on a centre shaft 28 mm from the
tank bottom [32]. In the present experiments ﬁlling volumes of 1 l
and 2 l were used and the impeller speed range was 100–200 rpm.
The second STR was  a New Brunswick BioFlo 110 5.5 l glass vessel
with a dome base and removable bafﬂes, where agitation is accom-
plished with two  6-bladed Rushton impellers with a diameter of
58 mm and clearance from the bottom of 65 mm and 125 mm  (see
Fig. 1b). The vessel diameter and height are 190 mm and 290 mm,
respectively, and experiments were carried out with a ﬁlling vol-
ume V = 4.5 l for a rotational speed N = 50 rpm.
Three of the OSRs were of cylindrical shape and two were
Erlenmeyer ﬂasks. The ﬁrst cylindrical reactor (Fig. 1c) comprised
a glass cylinder with a transparent bottom placed in a square
acrylic trough to minimize refraction. A steel structure enclosed
the trough and cylinder, leaving the top of the cylinder open. The
cylinder inner diameter, di, height, H, and wall thickness, tc, were
100 mm,  250 mm  and 5 mm,  respectively. Filling volumes of 235,
393 and 550 ml were used, corresponding to h of 30, 50 and 70 mm,
respectively. The second and third cylindrical reactors investigated
comprised the same geometry as in Fig. 1(c), but with di of 70 mm
and 130 mm,  respectively. The ﬂuid height to diameter ratio h/di
was kept constant, resulting in h = 35 mm for the di = 70 mm cylin-
der and h = 65 mm for the di = 130 mm cylinder and corresponding
volumes of 134 ml  and 862 ml.  The shaker rotational speed was
varied in the range N = 90–210 rpm, and the orbital diameter was
do = 25 mm for all such experiments.
The two Erlenmeyer ﬂasks had nominal working volumes of
1 l and 2 l and the corresponding ﬁlling volumes were 400 ml
and 800 ml.  Experiments were made over the speed range
100–200 rpm. The geometrical and operating parameters of the
vessels used in this work are summarized in Table 1.
2.2. Dual Indicator System For Mixing Time
The Dual Indicator System for Mixing Time (DISMT) ﬁrst devel-
oped by Melton et al. [33] was  employed for the mixing time
measurements. DISMT comprises a fast acid–base reaction between
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and hydrochloric acid (HCl) in the pres-
ence of two  pH indicators, Methyl Red and Thymol Blue. The
Methyl Red indicator turns from red to yellow in the pH interval
4.2–6 and Thymol Blue turns from yellow to blue in the pH inter-
val 8.0–9.6. The combination of such pH indicators results in the
ﬂuid being red for pH < 6, blue for pH > 8 and yellow for 6 < pH < 8.
G. Rodriguez et al. / Biochemical Engineering Journal 82 (2014) 10– 21 13
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Lig. 1. (a) Picture of the Mobius® CellReady reactor; (b) picture of the BioFlow s
ioreactor and of the feed pipe locations.
he indicators were prepared in a volume of de-ionized water
t a ﬁnal concentration of 4.3 mg/l. This allowed to mimic  typi-
al media solutions used in mammalian cell cultures which have
ater-like viscosities [26]. The fast acid-base reaction is initiated
y inserting stoichiometric amounts of base (sodium hydroxide)
n a solution containing Type 2 pure Lab Water (ASTM D1193) and
able 1
ist of the different experimental conditions investigated with DIMST in orbitally shaken
Geometry Reactor diameter [mm]  Orbital diameter, do [mm]  
Cylinder di = 70 25
di = 100
di = 130 
Erlenmeyer ﬂask db = 131 25
db = 166 reactor; (c) sketch of the cross-sectional view of the orbitally shaken cylindrical
the pH indicators, previously acidiﬁed with 0.5 ml/l of Hydrochloric
Acid at a concentration of 0.5 M.  At the beginning of the exper-
iment the solution in the vessel concerned was acidic (red). The
base was inserted after the shaker table had completed at least
three revolutions and the ﬂow inside the bioreactor was  fully devel-
oped.
 reactors.
Fluid height, h [mm] Fill, nominal volumes [l] Speed range, N [rpm]
35 0.538 110–200
30 0.942 140–210
50  1.5 100–200
70 2.2 90–210
75 3.98 90–200
– 0.4, 1 100–200
– 0.8, 2 100–200
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In the 70, 100 and 130 mm cylindrical OSRs, mixing time exper-
ments were carried out with the feeding pipe being located on
he open end of the glass cylinder, at the radial position r/di = 0.3,
enoted as P3 in Fig. 1(c). To reduce the statistical error each set
f experiments comprised 20 repetitions and the averaged mixing
ime from these 20 tests was estimated. The feeding pipe was  con-
tructed with microﬂuidics connectors (IDEX Health and Science)
nd was fed by a Harvard Apparatus syringe pump. The vessel was
ositioned on a Kühner AG LS-X lab shaker equipped with a 360◦
ncoder. A colour NET iCube camera was ﬁxed to the shaker table to
ecord the experiments. To reduce background noise an 8 LED OMC
acklight panel with a homogeneous 580 mcd  white light source
as positioned at the back of the experimental rig and rotated
igidly with the shaker table. The shaker table encoder and timing
ox allowed complete synchronization of the motion of the table,
he camera and the syringe pump insertion. The feed insertion was
lways made when the shaker table was at its position furthest
o the left and it was nearly instantaneous, lasting around 2 ms
i.e. over an angle of rotation ϕ  < 2.5◦ for every rotational speed
onsidered). Phase-locked images were recorded at every revolu-
ion for a phase angle ϕ = 0◦, which corresponds to the orbital point
urthest to the left when the system is viewed from the top. Phase-
ocked measurements allowed to “freeze” the free surface motion
t its maximum inclination position, resulting in a signiﬁcant sim-
liﬁcation of the image post-processing routines that did not have
o take into account the cyclic variation of the ﬂuid distribution
nside the tank.
The same experimental procedure was used to perform mixing
ime measurements in two DIN ISO 24450 wide mouth Erlen-
eyer ﬂasks of nominal volume V = 1 l and 2 l, with ﬂask bottom
iameters of 131 mm and 166 mm,  respectively. Experiments were
arried out with an orbital diameter do = 2.5 cm,  and agitation rates
 = 100–200 rpm. For this set of experiments the base feed was
nserted manually with a hand pipette, while, to have consistent
xperiments to those carried out in orbitally shaken cylinders, the
ll to nominal volume ratio was kept constant at 40%, close to the
0% ratio typically used for this ﬂask. It is worth to remark that
his ratio is higher than those generally used in practical applica-
ions, and for example in the study of [27] the ﬁll and nominal
olumes were 50 ml  and 500 ml,  respectively, with a volume ratio
f 10%.
For the CellReady and New Brunswick BioFlo STRs the DIMST
echnique previously described was used concurrently with mea-
urements taken by pH probes built into the bioreactors. This
llowed to further validate the mixing time estimates obtained
rom the colorimetric methodology. In the New Brunswick BioFlo
H readings were acquired every 12 s by the BioFlo controller
onnected to a Hamilton Easyferm plus k8325 probe, while the
ata acquisition rate of the pH probe of the cell ready bioreac-
or was 1 Hz. The two off-the-shelf STRs were not equipped with
n encoder, and, as a consequence, phase-resolved DIMST mea-
urements could not be carried out as for the OSRs. For these
ets of experiments the iCube camera was triggered at a con-
tant frequency of 4 Hz, which is fast enough to capture the
acro-mixing dynamics of the bioreactors, and the pH measure-
ents were started concurrently with the image acquisition at
he instant of base addition. In the CellReady bioreactor, addi-
ion of a stoichiometric amount of NaOH was performed at the
ree surface using a port on the top cover at a radial position
0 mm from the impeller axis using the microﬂuidics connec-
ors and syringe pump. Two ﬁll volumes were investigated: 1 l
nd 2 l at agitation rates at 150 rpm (Re = 14,000, turbulent ﬂow
egime). In the new Brunswick BioFlo experiments were per-
ormed with V = 4.5 l and N = 50 rpm (Re = 2000, transitional ﬂow
egime). It should be stressed that measurements in the Cell-
eady and New Brunswick BioFlo STRs were made solely to assessneering Journal 82 (2014) 10– 21
the applicability of the DIMST technique to this type of reac-
tors.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Appraisal of different methodologies for the determination of
mixing time
Mixing time measurements obtained from colorimetric and
decolourization methods are often made visually by an operator
inspecting the experiment in real-time or a recorded video (see,
for example, [11,27]). This approach has an inherent degree of
subjectivity, which inevitably increases the error made on mix-
ing time estimates, especially when large datasets are processed,
and signiﬁcantly limits the reproducibility/comparability of the
data in/between different laboratories. In the current study image
processing routines were developed to get objective mixing time
estimates and, as suggested by [28], mixing condition maps were
built to identify and quantify zones in the bioreactor where mixing
is poor.
The time evolution of the mixing time experiments indicates
a colour change from red to yellow, with local concentrations of
blue hues in the transient. The iCube camera acquired images in
RGB format, and therefore the colour variation in each pixel is a
combination of the intensities of the red, green and blue channels.
The analysis of colour video images is a rather complex process
that necessitates careful selection of the image processing method-
ology to ascertain the colour (and, for the present application, the
pH) exhibited by each pixel on an image. A detailed description
of the intricacies and potential pitfalls of colour measurement (in
relation to the analysis of images of thermochromic liquid crystals)
is provided by [34]. In brief, colour may  be apportioned to a pixel
directly from the red, green and blue outputs of a camera (RGB), or
via the hue, saturation and value (HSV) 3D colour space represen-
tation that is derived from the RGB values. In effect, hue refers to
the perceived colour, saturation to the amount of colour and value
to the brightness of each element of the analyzed image.
A characteristic variation in time of the three RGB channels is
given in Fig. 2(a) for a location (r/di = 0.375, z/di = 0.25) on the right
side of the di = 100 mm cylindrical bioreactor as shown in the inset
of Fig. 3(a). In the abscissa the time is indicated by Nt,  i.e. the num-
ber of shaker table revolutions from the start of the mixing process.
The blue channel output varied the least, by around 50, while both
the red and green channels showed maximum variations of around
150 and 200, respectively, out of a maximum value of 254. On
average, the time evolution of the green channel exhibited a sig-
moidal shape, consistent with the colour change from red to yellow
induced by the base insertion, while the red channel exhibited a
U-shape indicating that a high level of red is also present in the
ﬁnal yellow hue achieved at the end of an experiment. Similar time
variations to those shown in Fig. 2(a) were exhibited by all three
channels at all other points in the ﬂow.
The variation of the HSV values with time at the same location
as in Fig. 2(a) is shown in Fig. 2(b). As with the RGB data, similar
HSV variations to those in Fig. 2(b) were recorded at all other points
in the ﬂow. Although the V values exhibit the largest variation with
time, it is the hue that is representative of colour but it exhibits
a far smaller variation. Consequently, the RGB data were preferred
for the extraction of colour change information. To reduce the com-
putational cost of the data-processing, and in agreement with the
previous mixing time experiments of [26,28], only the green chan-
nel was  selected to measure the mixing time because it exhibited
the least amount of background noise in comparison to the total
intensity variation between the start and the end of the experiment.
From this point of view it is clear that a composite index, made up
G. Rodriguez et al. / Biochemical Engineering Journal 82 (2014) 10– 21 15
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iFig. 2. Variation with orbital revolutions, Nt,  of the three channels in the
f different percentages of the red, blue and green channels, would
ave been less effective at determining the colour variation than the
reen channel alone. This can be better understood when thinking
t the extreme case of a grey scale space representation, where all
hannels are weighted the same. The use of the blue and red chan-
els would have dampened the greater variation associated to the
reen channel, resulting in a less effective composite index.It should be noted that the depth-of-ﬁeld of the colour
mage in the three-dimensional reactor that is recorded by the
wo-dimensional camera sensor varies with radial coordinate or
ig. 3. (a) Variation in time of the normalized green index, G∗
i,j
, for the point of the
ioreactor at the centre of the area delimited in the inset image; (b) colour evolution
n  time within the area highlighted in the inset image of (a).(a), and in the HSV representation of colour (b) (r/di = 0.375, z/di = 0.25).
distance from the centre of the vessel. Consequently, it should be
determined to what extent the colour recorded at different radial
coordinates was  inﬂuenced by this effect. For example the intensity
of the colour in a point on the axis of the cylinder, r/di = 0, is deter-
mined by a horizontal volume of ﬂuid which has a depth equal to
the diameter of the cylinder. On the other hand, when considering
points closer to the cylinder walls, at r/di = 0.5, the depth of the ﬂuid
orthogonal to the camera ﬁeld of view tends to zero at near-wall
positions and the colour intensity decreases. This colour variation
and the associated steady state inhomogeneity across the ﬁeld of
view introduce a systematic error in the ﬁnal mixing time estimate.
To eliminate this uncertainty, the green intensity level of each pixel
was normalized according to Eq. (7):
G∗i,j =
Gi,j(t) − Gi,j(t0)
Gi,j(t∞) − Gi,j(t0)
(7)
The indices i and j denote a pixel in the ﬁeld of view and Gi,j(t),
Gi,j(t0) and Gi,j(t∞) are the pixel green intensity at time t, at the
start and at the end of the experiment, respectively. The steady-
state (fully-mixed condition) green intensity Gi,j(t∞) is obtained
from the average of the last ﬁve data points on the time evolution
curve. With this normalization procedure all pixels have the same
G∗
i,j
intensity at the beginning (G∗
i,j
= 0) and at the end (G∗
i,j
≈ 1) of
an experiment. Meeting these two  conditions is essential for G∗
i,j
to
reﬂect the homogeneity of the ﬂuid both before the base insertion
and at the fully-mixed state.
A characteristic variation of the normalized green, G∗
i,j
, and red,
R∗
i,j
, channels, with time, for the same point in the ﬂow as in Fig. 2,
is presented in Fig. 3(a). The position of the measurement point is
at the centre of the volume delimited by the white box in the inset
in the ﬁgure. From Fig. 3(a) it is evident that after normalization
both channels satisfy the two conditions, G∗
i,j
(0) = 0; G∗
i,j
(∞) ≈ 1,
previously outlined. It is interesting to note that the variation of
the normalized green and red channels data exhibits ﬂuctuations,
which, as expected, are similar to those of the non-normalized
channels represented in Fig. 2(a) and (b), but those of the red chan-
nel are greater in amplitude, and therefore R∗
i,j
represent a more
meaningful parameter to study the mixing transient. These ﬂuctua-
tions are quasi-periodical for the ﬁrst part of the trace, with a period
of around 20 revolutions. These ﬂuctuations stem from the move-
ment of the reactants in the vessel and reﬂect the large changes
of colour and pH that may  be encountered at a point during the
mixing process. The 10 triangular symbols in both curves of Fig. 3(a)
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orrespond to the 10 volume snapshots shown in Fig. 3(b). The
forementioned large colour/pH variations can be clearly seen in
ig. 3(b); the predominance of dark brown colour (i.e. high B∗
i,j
, and
omparatively low R∗
i,j
and G∗
i,j
) at Nt = 20, 41 and 63 corresponds to
he ﬂuctuation frequency mentioned above.
An assessment of this frequency was made from the circula-
ion times estimated from the PIV measurements of [23] for similar
ow conditions. Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained for incipient out-of-
hase ﬂow (N = 90 rpm; do = 2.5 cm,  di = 100 mm,  h = 5 cm), when
he toroidal vortex extends to the bottom of the tank. From the
nsemble-averaged data of [23] the circulation time required for
 ﬂuid parcel to complete a loop around the toroidal vortex axis is
stimated as approximately 1.67 shaker table revolutions. Similarly
n estimate of 4 revolutions around the toroidal vortex axis (ori-
nted along the azimuthal direction) is obtained for a ﬂuid parcel
o complete a loop around the cylinder axis (oriented in the vertical
irection). Consequently, a parcel will proceed along a spiral path
or 4 × 1.67 = 6.68 shaker table revolutions, before occupying again
ts initial position in the cylinder. The mixing time maps of Fig. 3(b)
ere obtained from phase-resolved DIMST data that are under-
ampled, capturing only 1 of every 3 periods of the parcel motion
as 3 × 6.68 = 20). It should be stressed that this analysis is approx-
mate and any conclusions should be drawn with care, as a ﬂuid
arcel trajectory is being extrapolated from ensemble-averaged
esults. Nevertheless the present data provides the ﬁrst explanation
f the periodicity observed and indicates that further experiments,
ith more advanced methodologies such as laser induced ﬂuores-
ence, should be carried out to further investigate such advection
haracteristics in the bioreactor and provide measurements of the
irculation time.
The selection of mixing criteria to estimate the ﬁnal mixing
ime is important in order to obtain objective and reliable esti-
ates. From this point of view the detailed analysis of the post
rocessing of colorimetric data by [28] in a stirred reactor distin-
uished between two main mixing thresholds: a local degree of
ixedness, X, that is achieved in a single pixel when the condition
∗
i,j
(t) > X is met, and a global degree of mixedness, M,  that repre-
ents the percentage of pixels that must achieve local mixing for
he entire reactor to be considered as fully mixed. In their study
abaret et al. [28] built a mixing map  (X, M)  to establish whether
n optimum range of the two thresholds exists to minimize the
rror made in the ﬁnal mixing time. Their study highlighted that
urves displaying the evolution in time of the global mixing index,
ig. 4. Variation in time of the percentage of pixels mixed, M,  against the local
ixing threshold selected, X, for a Mobius® CellReady reactor, with a ﬁll volume of
 l agitated at 150 rpm (Re = 14,000).neering Journal 82 (2014) 10– 21
M,  against the local mixing threshold X selected were character-
ized by an inﬂection with nearly constant M = 70% for values of X in
the range of 40–60%. This meant that in this range the ﬁnal value
of mixing time was less sensitive to small variations in M and X.
A similar analysis was carried out in the present study, and the
resulting variation in time of M-X curves for a mixing time exper-
iment in the Mobius® CellReady reactor, with a ﬁll volume of 2 l
agitated at 150 rpm, is shown in Fig. 4. The present data show an
opposite behaviour to that reported in [28], as in Fig. 4 an inﬂec-
tion point occurs with nearly constant X = 70% for values of M in the
range of 40–60%. The reason for this difference can be explained
by considering that Cabaret et al. [28] used a highly viscous ﬂuid,
which determined the formation of segregated regions in proximity
of the impeller, where pockets of ﬂuid with more base or acid con-
centrations were entrained in the vortex loops present above and
below the turbine. This meant that in their case the percentage of
the tank volume considered, M, affects to a greater extent the ﬁnal
mixing time for a given experiment, and, for example, lower mix-
ing time values would be achieved if the analysis was restricted to
the segregated regions. On the contrary, in the present case a water
solution was used as working ﬂuid, and therefore mixing dynam-
ics are faster across the tank, and the ﬁnal mixing time estimate is
affected to a greater extent by the local mixing threshold selected,
rather than by the size of the volume investigated. From the results
of Fig. 4 and related data across the vessel, the condition for which
both M and X were 95%, indicated by an asterisk in the ﬁgure, was
considered for completed mixing in the present work. Correspond-
ingly, the mixing time used for the results hereafter is denoted as
t95%, when 95% of the ﬁnal value has been reached.
Two different approaches were adapted to determine the mix-
ing time, t95%. One involved estimating the standard deviation of
G∗
i,j
across the ﬁeld of view at each instant, and considering that
the fully mixed condition was achieved when the standard devi-
ation was below a selected threshold. A typical variation of the
standard deviation, G, with the number of bioreactor revolutions,
Nt, is shown in Fig. 5(a). The standard deviation is zero at the
start of the mixing process and rises sharply once the feed base
is inserted. Subsequently, at high values of t the standard deviation
tends towards a constant value of around 0.03. The mixing time
is then estimated, for both this and the second method described
below, as the average of the times necessary to achieve 13 different
degrees of homogeneity, from 92% to 98%, with respect to the steady
state value, from Eq. (8). This methodology was implemented by
Micheletti et al. [35] as it facilitates the minimization of scatter
in the mixing time data due to signal noise. For example the time
shown in Fig. 5(a) (63 revolutions) is that required for 95% of the
ﬁnal value of G to be achieved.
t95% =
13∑
i=1
ti%
13
(8)
The second method employed to determine the mixing time
made use of the percentage of pixels, M,  that have achieved the
degree of mixing as indicated in Eq. (9).
|G∗i,j − 1| < 0.05 (9)
The mixing time in this case is provided by the number of revolu-
tions for which 95% of the pixels are mixed (M = 95%). The variation
of M with Nt is also shown in Fig. 5(a) for the same operating condi-
tions, Frdo = 0.24 and h/di = 0.5. The M curve is of sigmoid shape. An
abrupt rise is observed after around 50 revolutions and the mixing
is completed after 58 revolutions. The 8% difference between the
mixing times yielded by the two  approaches highlights the sensitiv-
ity of the results to the methodology adopted and shows that care
G. Rodriguez et al. / Biochemical Engineering Journal 82 (2014) 10– 21 17
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rig. 5. (a) Variation in time of the percentage of mixed pixels, M (), and of the sta
he  standard deviation of the normalized green channel output, G , for different orb
ust be exerted if meaningful comparisons between the results of
ifferent experiments and/or studies are to be made.
However, both approaches might prove useful for different pur-
oses. The “cumulative” method employing M might be thought
f as more reliable if the time when fully-mixed conditions are
chieved is the main requirement, as it is not so sensitive to
ariations during the mixing process. On the other hand, the 
pproach indicates variations in the mixing conditions during the
rocess that could help reveal undesirable concentration gradi-
nts that, for instance, may  be harmful to cells suspended in the
eactor.
In relation to the latter, the G methodology can help provide
nsights into the transient nature of the mixing process at dif-
erent conditions and/or between different reactor geometries. A
haracteristic example is provided in Fig. 5(b), where the varia-
ion of G with Nt in the 100 mm cylindrical bioreactor (h/di = 0.5,
o/di = 0.025) is presented for ﬁve different speeds. It should be
oted that for clarity only symbols corresponding to a few time
nstants are shown on each curve. All ﬁve curves indicate bell-
haped variations, but with notable differences: for the higher
haker table speeds, the curves have shapes akin to those of
og–normal distributions, characterized by an initial rapid rise in
ig. 6. Variation in time of the pH probe readings and of the standard deviation of the 
ioreactors (the horizontal lines indicate the pH threshold for the ﬂuid to turn from red 
eader  is referred to the web  version of this article.) deviation of the normalized green channel output, G (©); (b) variation in time of
peeds. All data are for a cylindrical OSR with di = 10 cm, do = 2.5 cm.
G followed by a long tail at higher Nt values; at lower speeds the
peak is skewed towards the higher values of Nt,  with a slow rise of 
during the initial stages of mixing, while the variation for 120 rpm
is more symmetrical. The two  types of curves may  be thought of as
characteristic of OSR mixing, those for high N being more akin to
the rapid mixing process similar to that that might be expected in a
stirred tank reactor, while those for low N indicate a more gradual
dispersion and mixing in the reactor.
The colour indicated by a reaction such as the one utilized
in the present work indicates a range of pH values, as men-
tioned in Section 2. It has been highlighted by Tan et al. [27] that
what is indicated by the colour displayed in their single indicator
experiments, is the transient time necessary for the entire ﬂuid
inside the ﬂask to reach a certain pH threshold, which was not
indicative of the mixing times necessary to achieve the ﬁnal pH
homogeneity.
To elucidate such effects, simultaneous measurements with
the DISMT system and a pH probe were made both in the New
Brunswick and in the CellReady STR bioreactors. Characteristic
variations of G obtained with the DISMT method and of the pH
measured with a pH probe are presented in Fig. 6(a) and (b) for the
New Brunswick and the CellReady, STR, respectively. The horizontal
normalized green channel output, G , for: (a) New Brunswick; and (b) CellReady
to yellow). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the
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pig. 7. Comparison of Nt95% versus Frdo curves obtained in cylindrical and Erlen-
eyer OSRs against those reported by Tissot et al. [26] and Tan et al. [27].
ines shown at pH 6 indicate the value for which the colour recorded
ith DISMT changes from yellow to red. The juxtaposition of the
lobal (DISMT) with the local (pH probe) mixing results is made
ere solely to compare the qualitative trends indicated, not to con-
ider quantitatively the level of mixing, as the local (probe) results
re obviously not representative of the global state of mixing.In both pH probe curves the level varies slightly even after the
t value for which the DISMT result indicates that mixing has been
ompleted. This may  be due to a small drift in the pH probes’ out-
ut that may  be encountered with such devices. In addition, the
Fig. 8. (a) Variation of the mixing time with shaking speed and (b) Varneering Journal 82 (2014) 10– 21
response time of pH probes is often limited, with readings being
taken only every few seconds (1 s and 12 s for the CellReady and
New Brunswick STR, respectively). The aforementioned limitations,
single-point measurement and interference with the ﬂow make pH
probes built in a bioreactor suitable only for monitoring the pH dur-
ing the entire duration of a bioprocess (which involves long times
scales, often of one or more days), but not very effective when esti-
mates of the relatively fast mixing dynamics (with time scales of
minutes) are required in OSR applications. Clearly the colour tech-
nique is much better suited for OSR measurements, but the range
of pH indicated by the reaction colours is ﬁnite and might affect the
results obtained from visual inspection, whereas use of the G val-
ues allows far more accurate determination of mixing times. It may
be inferred from the comparison of the probe and G DISMT data
that they exhibit similar mixing times, for both the New Brunswick
STR and CellReady cases. The effect that the ﬁnite band of pH indi-
cated by the reaction colour may  have on the accuracy of mixing
time measurements with visual inspection methods has not been
quantiﬁed to date.
A supplementary video (Supplementary-video.mov) is provided
to show how the colour variation occurring in the bioreactor during
the pH experiment is converted into a mixing time using the two
methodologies previously outlined.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bej.2013.10.021.3.2. Mixing times and scaling in shaken bioreactors
The mixing time measurements obtained in this work are pre-
sented in this section and compared with previously reported data
iation of the mixing number with Frdo /Frcr , for cylindrical OSRs.
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ﬂig. 9. Comparison of the present cylindrical OSR mixing data with those reported b
umber against the proposed scaling factor Frdo /Frcr (non-dimensional).
btained by Tissot et al. [26] in a cylindrical reactor and by Tan et al.
27] in Erlenmeyer ﬂasks, in an effort to identify potential similar-
ties and scaling between OSRs of different sizes, shaking speeds,
lling volumes and/or shapes.
Mixing time measurements were obtained in the present work
n the OSR and Erlenmeyer ﬂask bioreactors over the ranges of
xperimental conditions listed in Table 1.
The variations of Nt95% values with Frdo are presented in Fig. 7.
t should be noted that Frdo = 22N2do/g as mentioned in Section
. Of course, comparisons must be made with care, not only due to
he differences in geometry and operating conditions, but also due
o the different techniques employed. For example, Refs. [26,27]
etermined the mixing time from visual observations, whereas for
ll the present experiments the DISMT data were processed using
he methodology outlined in Section 2 and the image processing
oftware described in detail by [29].
The mixing numbers for the 0.05 l Erlenmeyer ﬂask are much
ower and cannot be readily compared with the rest. All other
urves indicate that for Frdo values less than around 0.3Nt95%
ecreases with increasing Frdo . For Frdo > 0.3 there is relatively lit-
le variation in Nt95%, except for the 0.4 l Erlenmeyer ﬂask. The data
xhibit scatter, as might be expected due to the aforementioned
ifferences in geometry, measurement technique etc. Furthermore,
he presentation of mixing time data against Frdo does not take into
onsideration the change in the ﬂow regime in a shaken reactor
rom in-phase to out-of-phase ﬂow, as the critical speed, Ncr, at
hich such a change takes place is not accounted for. The different
ow regimes encountered for varying conditions point to the needot et al. (2010), in terms of: (a) mixing time against speed (dimensional); (b) mixing
for a representation that can account for such changes and this is
addressed later in this section.
In contrast, when only the cylindrical OSR data from the present
work are considered, for which only the ﬁlling volume and reactor
diameter were varied, even non-normalized results such as those
presented in Fig. 8(a) indicate far more consistent trends. All the
data indicate a similar variation, with the mixing time decreasing
with shaking table speed from values of around 200 s at the low N
range, tending nearly asymptotically to values of 20–30 s at speeds
above 150 rpm. The range of variation of the data is indicated by
the shaded area in the ﬁgure.
However, even for the present set of data, changes in ﬂow
regime will occur at different speeds when the ﬁlling volume, the
orbital diameter or the reactor diameter is varied. An improved
representation of the present data is shown in Fig. 8(b) where the
same data as in Fig. 8(a) are plotted as variations of the mixing
number Nt95% with the ratio Frdo/Frcr , where the critical Froude
number is estimated using the orbital diameter and the criti-
cal shaking speed obtained from either Eq. (3) or (4) depending
whether condition h/di < (do/di)0.5 or h/di > (do/di)0.5 is satisﬁed. This
representation helps to account for the different critical speeds
encountered with different do/di and h/di, as the deﬁnition of Ncr
takes into consideration both di and VL , the volume of ﬂuid in the
reactor. The data in Fig. 8(b) show that, for the Fr range studied
in this work, mixing numbers decrease with increasing Frdo/Frcr
up to 1.4 and remain approximately constant thereafter. Again,
the range of variation of this set of data is indicated by a shaded
area.
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The potential of the proposed methodology for improved scaling
rotocols can be fully understood from Fig. 9(a) and (b), where the
xperimental data acquired in this work for shaken bioreactors of
ylindrical geometry are directly compared against those collected
y [26] for the same geometry, but for rather different operating
onditions. In Fig. 9(a) a standard graph is made with dimensional
xes (N versus t95%). To improve the readability of the ﬁgure and
educe the clutter of curves, the data measured in this work are
isualized by the grey shaded envelope. From Fig. 9(a) two main
ifferences can be seen between the current data and those of [26]:
1) their data tend to reach a nearly constant mixing time at a lower
peed; and (2) their constant mixing time is generally lower than
he one found in this work. While the latter discrepancy can be jus-
iﬁed by considering that in the two works a different methodology
s used to determine the mixing time (visual versus post-processing
nalyses), the ﬁrst one is more subtle and related to the onset of the
ow transition reported by [23,29]. In the latter work it was shown
hat this ﬂow transition is also related to the generation of turbu-
ence, that enhances mixing. As mentioned before, this implies that
he data of [26], which were generally obtained in larger tanks and
or greater ﬂuid height to cylinder diameter ratios, will undergo
ow transition at very different speeds to those reported in the
urrent work.
From this perspective a more universal representation might
e achieved if the ratio Frdo/Frcr is considered. This would help
ccount for differences in orbital diameters between experiments,
s well as reactor diameter and ﬁlling volume. A compilation of
he current and the previously reported cylindrical OSR data by
26] is shown in Fig. 9(b), in terms of variation of the mixing num-
er with Frdo/Frcr . Similarly to Fig. 9(a), the data from the present
ork are shown as a range, indicated by the grey shaded area for
rdo/Frcr < 2.4. Although differences should be expected for data
rom such a wide range of conﬁgurations and obtained in different
aboratories, Fig. 9(b) clearly indicates the similarity of the vari-
tions of mixing number from different OSRs when considered
gainst the normalized Froude number Frdo/Frcr . The entire set of
ata in Fig. 9 indicates that the variation of Nt with Frdo/Frcr may
e represented by a power law relationship of the form
t = a
(
Frdo
Frcr
)−b
+ c (10)
Such a relation would represent most sets of data included in
ig. 9(b). The values of the factor a and of the exponent b might
ary between different sets of data, to account for variations in
he reactor size and operating parameters. At a sufﬁciently high
rdo/Frcr Nt = c and assumes a constant value of around 25–30. Eq.
10) at present offers a useful tool for the comparison of mix-
ng time measurements in different cylindrical OSRs, and shows
uch promise for the development of a more universal scaling law
or mixing in shaken bioreactors. At present, all the data included
n Fig. 9(b) can be correlated with the power law of equation in
he form Nt = 100.7(Frdo/Frcr)−1.245 + 25, albeit with a correlation
oefﬁcient of 0.56. However, it should be expected that if a robust
easurement protocol is developed and widely adopted, formula-
ion of a more universal scaling law should be possible to correlate
ll data obtained with this protocol, and differences in the a and b
alues for various OSR conditions might be minimized.
. Conclusions
In the present study the methodology of the DISMT technique
or the measurement of mixing times in OSRs was  assessed in
etail. Various aspects of the data acquisition and processing pro-
edures were considered and it was shown that utilization of the
tandard deviation G of the green colour values recorded during anneering Journal 82 (2014) 10– 21
experiment can help provide more reliable data that provide
information not only on the ﬁnal mixing time but also on the devel-
opment of mixing during the process. It was pointed out that, in
agreement with the DISMT work of [28] on STRs, care has to be
exerted when selecting the fully-mixed criteria in an OSR.
DISMT measurements obtained in both a STR and an OSR  were
compared with simultaneously acquired pH probe data. The com-
parison indicated that the ﬁnite range of pH indicated by the colours
displayed in the DISMT data can introduce uncertainties that should
be further investigated in future.
The mixing time measurements obtained in cylindrical and
Erlenmeyer shaken reactors for various operating conditions in the
present work were compared with similar data previously reported
in the literature. At low shaking table speeds the mixing number
Nt decreases sharply with increasing speed and thereafter remains
nearly constant. For some operating conditions mixing times as
long as 100 s were obtained in orbitally shaken cylinders (see for
example Fig. 8a and b), which may  be related to the presence of
inhomogeneity and local concentration gradients of pH and dis-
solved oxygen. These are extremely relevant in scaled up vessels,
and for example the work of Serrato et al. [12] highlighted that cell
growth, metabolism, and glycosylation pattern of an IgG1 mono-
clonal antibody were severely affected by the time spent by the
cells in low DOT regions.
Differences between data obtained for various reactor diame-
ters and ﬁlling volumes may  be accounted for by considering the
mixing time variation critical speed with N/Ncr, rather than simply
N. This ratio accounts for the presence of in- or out-of-phase ﬂow
conditions in the OSR. When different reactor diameters, orbital
diameters and other operating conditions are concerned, it was
shown that consideration of the variation of mixing number with
Fr/Frcr can aid scaling between mixing time measurements in differ-
ent systems: all sets of data exhibited a trend that may  be described
by an equation of the form Nt = a(Fr/Frcr)−b + c.
This relation provides a most useful scaling law for mixing
time determination in OSRs. The factor a, the exponent b and
the constant c are conﬁguration- and protocol-dependent, but it
is expected that with a properly and widely implemented robust
measurement protocol more universal scaling laws could be devel-
oped. This could be facilitated by a better understanding of the
physics of the related ﬂow and mixing processes and future work
to elucidate further the mixing mechanisms in shaken bioreactors
is called for. Nevertheless, the results of the present work show
promise for the more reliable and accurate characterization of OSR
mixing and research is on-going at present to extend the proposed
scaling to a more wide range of ﬂuid properties and operating con-
ditions.
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